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GEP session Session 6 - Collaborative learning

Title of the lesson or topic. 
Subject (P.E., Math, Science…)

THE MAN WHO COUNTED: SAILOR’S CHOICE
MATH

Course / year / age 4th of ESO / 2017-2018 / 15-16

Timing 2 hours

Short description of the session/s 

● What is the session about? 

● What do I want my students to 
do today?

In this session students will read a short chapter from the book “The man who counted”, written 
by Malba Tahan, titled “the sailor’s choice”. After reading the story, there’s a mathematic problem 
that they’ll have to solve. 
The final product is a written report, in this report the different groups will have to explain, step by 
step, how they found the solution, what they did to find it.
They’ll work in groups of four, and the project roles will be:

a) Editor: This student is in charge of organizing the final product of the project. He’ll have to 
make sure that the project meets the standard
set out.

b) Secretary: This student takes notes whenever the group meets and keeps track of data/ 
sources/etc. He’ll be in charge of a document in google drive, shared with the rest of the 
members of the group.

c) Checker: This student is in charge of double-check data, accuracy and correctness.
d) Spokesperson: This student will be the responsible for the technical details of the final 

product and will be ready to summarize the group’s progress and findings to the teacher 
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and to the rest of the groups.

To do this they’ll have this material:

a) Text of chapter “the sailor’s choice”: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EfuqmTzqlxlg92PKYgbQthehbFOrmY2V

b) Power point that explains the story, using text, images and audio.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CP7Sgzssx8Q5XYBkQXnUhxGpfI6Nfytu

c) Vocabulary.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1btCrMmlG7Uqv4PtGLacTd1hSfNTSlAIH

d) A model about how the different steps to solve a math problem.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pf8oKCR-P1go97KbyK-4q5r9ZSsN_8xV

e) Language of math sheet.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XRV8Qpq3AMtSvTjl8IQppysBYxUkzc5M

In terms of academic content, what 
are the students learning and what are 
they learning to do?

In terms of academic content students will learn different strategies and steps for solving math 
problems. 

STEPS

a) Write the word problem: highlight key words and numbers.
b) Apply an action: 

 Look for a pattern.
 Use or make a table.
 Work backwards.
 Guess and check.
 Draw a picture or diagram.
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 Make and organized list.
 Write a number sentence.
 Use logical Reasoning.
 Act out or use objects.
 Make it simpler.

c) Show your work: show how you solved the problem using words, pictures and operations.
d) Write to explain: state and explain your answer.

In terms of language, what are the 
students practicing or learning to do?

In terms of language students will practice and learn:
 How to describe a process: first of all; then; after that; finally, etc.
 Maths’s operation vocabulary: sum of; increased by; more than; less than; difference of, 

how much greater; opposite decreased by; multiplied by, product of; divided by; quotient 
of, etc. 

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan a 
good example of what we learnt in GEP 
in general and in the session about 
group work?

The lesson plan includes:
 Input: text and video.
 Interaction and collaborative work with the students to do different tasks.
 Inputs for multiplies intelligences.

 
Strategies (what the Teacher does):

 The teacher will act as “busy bee”, circulating through the room to collect observation 
data, see whether they understand the assignment, give immediate feedback…

LESSON PLAN 1 (1 hour)
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 Organizing the groups (15 minutes). We’ll use the app “classroom teammates” by Idoceo.
 Assign group rules (10 minutes). I’ll write on the blackboard the different rules and tasks 

to do.
 Explaining the activity (15 minutes).
 Reading the text and watching the power point (10 minutes).
 Cheeking vocabulary and discussing the topic (10 minutes).

LESSON PLAN 2 (1 hour).

 The groups work discussing the problem, brainstorming, deciding the best strategy, 
making the poster and calculating (30 minutes).

 Groups prepare the report (30 minutes)

Final production (a description of the final writing students have to create)

First of all, the secretary of each group will share a google doc to the rest of the members of 
his/her group. Students will write in this doc all the ideas they have in order to solve the problem. 
They discuss about which ones can help or which ones can be discarded. The secretary wil 
summarize all the agreements.
Once they have the solution, the editor will prepare a report. In this report he’ll explain, step by 
step, how they found the solution, what they did to find it, and all the operations done until the 
final answer.

Other important information
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Teaching materials

(design the necessary teaching materials for the teacher and the students and include them here; all teaching materials must be original and copyright free)


